
Meeting Minutes #9 

Date  04/10/2018 

Time  12:30-14:30 

Absentee(s)  NONE 

 

 

Agenda: 

No.  Agenda  Details (if any)  IC 

1  Re scoping the project details and 

schedule 

- Arrange the schedule 

for the next few 

iteration 

Surya, 

Tommy 

2  Discuss on things need to be done on 

Sponsor end 

- Get the details needed 

from Sponsor 

Surya 

3  Discuss on the analytics Module  -Descriptive, 

Diagnostic, Predictive, 

Prescriptive Analytics 

Christine & 

Tommy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Things to note: 

1. Mentor combine session 
- BEFORE: Active (Axure’s) & Passive (System recommend) 
- NOW: Mentor can add someone when they create session 

 
2. Video chat room => Move to “Good to have” 
3. Search engine (Mentor search for talents) => Remove 
4. Mentor can still give feedback 

 
 
Things for Samaritern to do: 

1. Assessment test confirmation 
2. Revenue model confirmation (for now Metanoia is going ahead with credit system) 
3. Photos & company writeup to wiki => Stakeholders 
4. List of industry & skills & experience 
5. Overview info of industry 
6. Feedback questions (5 attributes)  
7. Design pages in keynote => Celia 
- Homepage (General) 
- Homepage (Talent) 
- Homepage (Mentor) 
- Talent Dashboard 
- Mentor Dashboard 
- Mentor Profile (What talents will see for mentors) 
- Mentor create session (calendar) => DONE 
- [IMPORTANT] Talent filling up feedback for mentor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Things to analyse (Metanoia): Analytics Questions 
Descriptive (What is happening): 

1. Mentors popularity (Unique number of people interested to join a mentor’s session & 
unique number of people successfully met mentor) => Every 3 months 

2. Talent - Mentor Match (Within industry match vs Cross industry match) 
3. Churn rate => How many people leaving? 
4. Paying talents => Which talents are paying 
5. Popular date & time 
6. Which mentors are good/bad => From review 
7. Which courses are good/bad => From review 
8. Which jobs are good/bad => From review 
9. Which skills are in demand 
10. Popular page 

 
Diagnostic (Why is happening): 

1. Why certain mentor is more popular than the other? 
2. Why people stop using the platform? 
3. Why people prefers only a certain timing of the session? 

 
Predictive (What is likely to happen): 

1. After a talent meets a mentor one time, what is the probability of mentee choosing the 
same mentor again? 

2. What kind of events/marketing/type of mentors will attract certain types of mentee? 
3. How likely that the talent stop using our platform for good? 

 
 
Prescriptive (Taking the best action ): 

1. Recommend the best mentors to talent (use data from predictive point 1) 
2. Recommend the high popularity courses or events to the talent based on review 
3. What kind of motivation that will attract talents to pay for meeting the mentors? 

 

 

 

 



 

Action needed: 

No.  Action  Details  Deadline  IC 

1  Research more on 

Analytics module 

  14 Oct 2018   Tommy 

2  Update the Wiki  Do up Stakeholder, 

User Testing result, 

UAT 2 planning 

14 Oct 2018  Tommy 

3  Mentor Module  Integrate backend 

code and Front end 

14 Oct 2018  Christine , 

Fresi 

4  Talent Module  Integrate backend 

code and Front end 

14 Oct 2018  Surya , 

Tanrio 

 

 

 

Prepared by, 

Tommy Johnson 

 


